The bond angles of O1-Mo1-O1, O2-W1-O3 are 109.5(1)°and 162.2(6)°,respectively. Thed istance from W1 atom to the equatorial plane (formed by O2 and O3) is 0.30 Å. The O4 atom is aterminating atom.Moand Watomsform acage-like structure with Mo atom being the center, and Wa tomsr owing outside. There are intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the complex. The lattice NH 3 and H 2 Omolecules are connected to anions and cations by hydrogen bonds. The Zn atom is coordinated by Oatoms of water molecules. There is ahydrogen bond at atom O7 but not at atom O8. A stable three-dimensional network structure is formed by the help of the O-H···O andO-H···N intermolecular hydrogen bonds.

